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Abstract

ThePersonal Reader1 provides a framework for
designing, implementing and maintaining web
content readers, which provide personalized en-
richment of web content for each individual user.
The idea of the the Personal Reader is based on
a rigorous approach for applying Semantic Web
technologies: A modular framework of compo-
nents / services - for visualizing the Personal
Reader and providing the user interface, for me-
diating between user requests and available per-
sonalization services, and for providing personal-
ized recommendations and access to web content
forms the basis for the Personal Reader. In this
paper, we describe the architectural outline of the
framework as well as some implementation de-
tails, and discuss the approach with a reference -
a “Personal Reader for Learning Resources”.

1 Introduction
With the vision of the Semantic Web[Berners-Lee et al.,
2001] in which machines shall be enabled to understand,
process, and reason about the semantics of web resources,
the question of personalizing the interaction with web con-
tent according to the individual needs of the end-user is at
hand. The question on how to enable personalization func-
tionality in the Semantic Web can be regarded from differ-
ent viewpoints, involving on the one hand disciplines that
investigate personalization functionality, e. g. data mining,
machine learning, web graph analysis, collaborative ap-
proaches, adaptive hypermedia, and more. On the other
hand, it evolves recent web technologies like e.g. onto-
logical descriptions, reasoning and query languages for the
(semantic) web, web services, etc.

In the Personal Reader project2 we implement personal-
ization functionality from the area of adaptive hypermedia
and show how this adaptation functionality can be exposed
as “Personalization Services” on the Semantic Web. The
Personal Reader project provides a framework for design-
ing, implementing and maintaining web content readers,
which provide personalized enrichment of web content for
the individual user. In this paper, we will present the main
ideas on how RDF enables the communication, how learn-
ing resources and domain concepts are annotated for the
Personal Reader, and which ontologies or standards are re-
quired and used for the Personal Reader.

1This work was partially supported by the Network of Excel-
lence REWERSE (www.rewerse.net).

2www.personal-reader.de

We will describe the basic architecture of the Personal
Reader framework (section 2), and discuss some imple-
mentation details of a “Personal Reader for Learning Re-
sources” (section 3). At the end of the paper, we compare
our approach to related work in this area and conclude with
an outlook on current and future work.

2 Architecture
The Personal Reader features a distributed open architec-
ture designed to be easily extensible. It utilizes standards
like XML [XML, 2003], RDF[RDF, 2002], etc. and tech-
nologies like Java Server Pages (JSP)[Java Server Pages,
2004] and XML-based-RPC[XML-based RPC, 2004] to
provide a personalization framework. The architecture
is based on different web-services cooperating with each
other to form a Personal Reader instance. Communica-
tion between these web-services takes places by exchang-
ing RDF documents.

A Personal Reader instance consists of the following
three main components:

• a Connector Service

• one or several Visualization/User Services

• one or several Personalization Service

Figure 1: Architecture

One main goal of the Personal Reader architecture is
to provide the user with the possibility to select services,
which provide different or extended functionality, e.g. dif-
ferent Visualization or Personalization Services, and com-
bine them into a Personal Reader instance.

Another key feature of the Personal Reader, in which it
differs from many other personalization systems, is that the



personalization processing is based on a learning resource
description provided as an external RDF file. Therefore no
modifications to the learning resources themselves have to
be made. The Personal Reader tries to provide Plug & Play
like behavior for adaptive personalization systems.

To achieve these goals several issues have to be solved:

• sufficient metadata descriptions for users and learning
resources are needed

• mediation between the services and aggregation of the
results have to be performed

• the results have to be presented to the user

• the actual reasoning/inference has to be done

The architecture of the Personal Reader is open in many
ways. It is open in the meaning of:

• using open standards

• using open protocols

• being open to different implementations

• being open in the way it handles learning resources

The following subsections will describe in detail the
metadata used by the different kinds of Personal Reader
services and the services themselves.

2.1 Metadata
The Personal Reader needs metadata descriptions of users,
courses, learning resources and ontologies. Additionally
it uses metadata descriptions to perform the data exchange
between the different services. All metadata used by the
Personal Reader is based on well-defined RDF schema
definitions and learning specific standards. This chapter
explains in detail the metadata needed to describe users,
courses, learning resources and ontologies. The interfaces
between the services are explained in the chapters about the
services themselves.

Describing users
Information about users is needed for the Personalization
Service to be able to provide recommendations based on
user interests, performance, goals and preferences. The
user profile used by the Personal Reader is a RDF docu-
ment, which consists of well-defined RDF properties and
describes a learner’s current learning state.

Here is an example of how an user profile may look like:
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:j.0="http://.../rdf/l3s.rdf#" >
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://.../user#john">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://.../rdf/l3s.rdf#User"/>
<j.0:name>John Doe</j.0:name>
<j.0:hasCourse>jtut</j.0:hasCourse>
<j.0:hasVisited rdf:resource="http://.../index.html"/>
<j.0:hasVisited rdf:resource="http://.../managingfiles.html"/>
<j.0:done rdf:resource="http://.../managingfiles.html"/>
<j.0:hasVisited rdf:resource="http://.../variables.html"/>
<j.0:needAgain rdf:resource="http://.../variables.html"/>
</rdf:Description>

</rdf:RDF>

User profiles are of the typeUser and feature the fol-
lowing properties:

• name

• hasCourse

• hasVisited

• done

• needAgain

Every user profile has to have exactly onename prop-
erty, which gives the user’s real name. Additionally it may
have one or more of the other properties listed above.
hasCourse This property marks the courses an user is

registered for. In the example above the user is registered
for the coursejtut. For every course there has to be one
property of this type.
hasVisited This property marks learning resources

an user has visited. Just like in the case of thehasCourse
property there has to be one property of this type for every
visited learning resource.
done This property marks learning resources the user

hasexplicitly stated as done. This means the user thinks
he has learned all the information provided by the resource
and does not want the system to recommend it to him in the
future. Again there has to be one property of this type for
every learning resource marked.
needAgain This property marks learning resources the

user hasexplicitlystated as to be needed again. This means
the user thinks he hasnot learned all the information pro-
vided by the resource, yet and wants the system to recom-
mend it to him in the future.needAgain is complemen-
tary todone as a resource can only be marked as doneor
as to be needed again. There has to be one property of this
type for every learning resource marked.

Describing courses
Learning resources are usually aggregated into courses, e.g.
a lecture or a tutorial about a specific topic. Of course
the same learning resources may belong to several differ-
ent courses. The Personal Reader needs information about
courses and learning resources in the form of an external
RDF description to do the course specific reasoning and
inference. In addition to the information about the learn-
ing resources themselves a domain specific ontology is re-
quired to define relations between the different concepts of
the learning material. As the Personal Reader is an open
system the learning resource description as well as the on-
tology may both be not locally available but located for
example on a webserver. Therefore a third document is
needed to store the location of those descriptions. This
document is called the course profile and it contains all
the information the Personal Reader needs to know about a
course in order to handle it properly. All those documents
are based on well-defined schema definitions and standards
like Dublin Core[Dublin Core, 2004] and LOM [LOM,
2002].

Here is an example of how a course profile may look
like:

<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:j.0="http://.../rdf/l3s.rdf#" >

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://.../course#jtut">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://.../rdf/l3s.rdf#Course"/>
<j.0:name>Java Tutorial</j.0:name>
<j.0:startPage>http://.../index.html</j.0:startPage>
<j.0:location>http://.../sun_java_tutorial.rdf</j.0:location>
<j.0:ontology>http://.../java_ontology.rdf</j.0:ontology>

</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

Course profiles are of the typeCourse and feature the
following properties:

• name

• startPage

• location

• ontology



Like the user profile every course profile has to have
exactly onename property, which stores a name or label
for the course. This name is not necessarily needed to be
unique, it is merely intended for displaying the course in
an user-friendly way. The courses are uniquely identified
by a special URI. Additionally a course profile has to have
exactly one of the other properties listed above.
startPage This property holds the URL of the page

that is to be displayed as entry page to the learner. In most
cases the root page of the course is given here but techni-
cally any other page is fine, too. It may even be a page that
does not belong to the course at all but in that case of course
the Personal Reader will not be able to calculate any rec-
ommendations. That is why normally the page given here
should be a learning resource that is described somewhere
in the RDF learning resource description.
location This property holds the URL of the

XML/RDF file, which contains the learning resource de-
scriptions. To be used within the Personal Reader this file
must be accessible via the web. It is easily possible to have
different descriptions for the same set of learning resources
by creating a course profile for each description with dif-
ferent values for thelocation property.
ontology This property holds the URL of the

XML/RDF file, which contains the ontology the learning
resource description refers to. The rules that apply to this
property are the same as for thelocation property de-
scribed above.

Describing learning resources
Learning resources are described using Dublin Core and
Learning Objects Metadata (LOM) standards. In addition
to the resource description an ontology is needed, which
defines the relations between the concepts used in the de-
scription. The ontology definition is based on RDF Schema
and standard RDF.

Here is a short excerpt from an example description of
the Sun Java Tutorial ( a freely available online tutorial
[Campione and Walrath, 2003]) showing how learning re-
sources can be described for the Personal Reader:
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://.../flow.html">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://.../lom-educational#LO"/>
<dc:title>Control Flow Statements</dc:title>
<dc:subject rdf:resource="http://.../ontology.rdf#Looping"/>
<dc:subject rdf:resource="http://.../ontology.rdf#Branching"/>
<dcterms:isPartOf rdf:resource="http://.../index.html"/>
<dcterms:hasPart>
<rdf:Seq>
<rdf:li rdf:resource="http://.../while.html"/>
<rdf:li rdf:resource="http://.../for.html"/>
<rdf:li rdf:resource="http://.../if.html"/>
<rdf:li rdf:resource="http://.../switch.html"/>
<rdf:li rdf:resource="http://.../exception.html"/>
<rdf:li rdf:resource="http://.../branch.html"/>
<rdf:li rdf:resource="http://.../flowsummary.html"/>
<rdf:li rdf:resource="http://.../QandE/questions_flow.html"/>

</rdf:Seq>
</dcterms:hasPart>

</rdf:Description>

In thetype property a definition from the LOM stan-
dard is used to mark the learning resource as a learning ob-
ject and thedc:title property holds the title of this re-
source. The most important properties for describing learn-
ing resources are:

• dc:subject

• dcterms:isPartOf

• dcterms:hasPart

Of course for some personalization services used with
the Personal Reader, there may be additional properties of
interest but the ones listed above are the basic properties
required.

There are two ways to describe relations between learn-
ing resources:

• relations defined using an ontology

• relations defined directly within the resource descrip-
tion

dc:subject Every learning resource may have one or
moredc:subject properties referring to concepts de-
fined in the ontology belonging to the course. In the ex-
ample above the described learning resource refers to the
conceptsLooping andBranching, which are defined
in a file calledontology.rdf. This is how relations be-
tween resources using an ontology can be defined.
dcterms:isPartOf This property directly defines a

generalization relation to another learning resource. In this
context generalization means, the related resource is a more
general resource on the same topic.
dcterms:hasPart This property directly defines a

detail relation to another learning resource, meaning the
related resource is a more detailed resource on the same
topic or an extension of the resource. In combination with
dcterms:isPartOf this is how relations between re-
sources can be directly defined within the resource descrip-
tion.

As already mentioned, the learning resource description
refers to an ontology. Here is a short excerpt from the ontol-
ogy for the Java programming language that is being used
in the example above:
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Programming_Elements"/>

<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Basic_Programming_Concepts">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Programming_Elements"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Control_Structures">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Basic_Programming_Concepts"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Branching">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Control_Structures"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Looping">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Control_Structures"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="if">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Branching"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="switch">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Branching"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="while">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Looping"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="do">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Looping"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="for">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Looping"/>

</rdfs:Class>

You can see how for example the conceptBranching
is related to super and sub concepts and according to this
relations a learning resource referring toBranching is in
the same way related to other learning resources referring
to Branching or super or sub concepts of it.

2.2 The Connector Service
The Connector Service is the mediator between the Visu-
alization Service and the Personalization Service or rather
instances of these services. It is the key component of the
Personal Reader architecture. The main task of the Connec-
tor Service is the conversion between the different formats
of metadata descriptions used by Personalization Service



instances and providing a generic interface for the Visual-
ization Service instances. Besides this the Connector Ser-
vice has to fetch the learning resource descriptions and the
ontology from the web, aggregate all the documents and
send them to the Personalization Service. Depending on
the capabilities of the Personalization Service it may also
be necessary to fetch a reasoning program, e.g. in the case
of a rule-based Personalization Service in most cases the
rules for processing a request are not implicitly known but
have to be provided by the Connector Service together with
the other documents.

These are the different steps performed by the Connector
Service:

1. Parse a request from the Visualization Service.

2. Fetch additional data needed from the web (resource
description, ontology, personalization program).

3. Choose a Personalization Service if there is more than
one available.

4. Convert all data into the appropriate format for the
chosen Personalization Service.

5. Aggregate all the data into one document.

6. Send the document to the Personalization Service.

7. Receive a result document from the Personalization
Service.

8. Convert the results into the appropriate format for the
Visualization Service and send them back.

It is important to stress, that these are the basic opera-
tions provided by every Connector Service implementation
but of course a specific implementation may provide addi-
tional functionality like for example:

• caching mechanisms

• optimization strategies

• failsafe strategies

Defining an interface to the Visualization Service
The interface between the Connector and the Visualization
Service is defined by several documents. It is important
to distinguish between the actual interface to the service,
which is defined by a Web Service Description Language
(WSDL) specification and a Java interface, and the RDF
documents that make up the other part of the interface.
As the Java interface is by definition implementation de-
pended, it is discussed in the chapter about the implemen-
tation. Here we define only the abstract interface.

The Connector Service expects from the Visualization
Service:

• a pointer to the requested learning resource

• a pointer to the learning resource description

• a pointer to the ontology used

• the user profile

All of these documents were already discussed in the
preceding chapters.

The Visualization Service expects from the Connector
Service:

• a RDF document containing the results of the person-
alization process

Here is an example of how this document may look like:

<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:j.0="http://.../rdf/l3s.rdf#"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/">

<!--- part 1 --->
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://.../flow.html">
<dc:title xml:lang="en">Control Flow Statements</dc:title>
<j.0:general rdf:nodeID="A0"/>
<j.0:details rdf:nodeID="A2"/>
<j.0:summary rdf:nodeID="A3"/>
<j.0:quiz rdf:nodeID="A1"/>

</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:nodeID="A0">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://.../22-rdf-syntax-ns#Bag"/>
<rdf:_1 rdf:resource="http://.../index.html"/>

</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:nodeID="A2">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://.../22-rdf-syntax-ns#Bag"/>
<rdf:_1 rdf:resource="http://.../for.html"/>
<rdf:_2 rdf:resource="http://.../while.html"/>
<rdf:_3 rdf:resource="http://.../exception.html"/>
<rdf:_4 rdf:resource="http://.../switch.html"/>
<rdf:_5 rdf:resource="http://.../if.html"/>
<rdf:_6 rdf:resource="http://.../branch.html"/>

</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:nodeID="A3">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://.../22-rdf-syntax-ns#Bag"/>
<rdf:_1 rdf:resource="http://.../flowsummary.html"/>

</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:nodeID="A1">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://.../22-rdf-syntax-ns#Bag"/>
<rdf:_1 rdf:resource="http://.../questions_flow.html"/>

</rdf:Description>

<!--- part 2 --->
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://.../user#john">
<j.0:recommended rdf:resource="http://.../while.html"/>
<j.0:recommended rdf:resource="http://.../for.html"/>
<j.0:recommended rdf:resource="http://.../branch.html"/>
<j.0:recommended rdf:resource="http://.../if.html"/>
<j.0:recommended rdf:resource="http://.../switch.html"/>
<j.0:recommended rdf:resource="http://.../exception.html"/>
<j.0:alreadyVisited rdf:resource="http://.../index.html"/>
<j.0:alreadyVisited rdf:resource="http://.../flow.html"/>

</rdf:Description>

<!--- part 3 --->
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://.../questions_flow.html">
<dc:title xml:lang="en">
Questions and Exercises: Control Flow
</dc:title>

</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://.../while.html">
<dc:title xml:lang="en">
The while and do-while Statements
</dc:title>

</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://.../if.html">
<dc:title xml:lang="en">The if/else Statements</dc:title>

</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://.../index.html">
<dc:title xml:lang="en">Language Basics</dc:title>

</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://.../switch.html">
<dc:title xml:lang="en">The switch Statement</dc:title>

</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://.../for.html">
<dc:title xml:lang="en">The for Statement</dc:title>

</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://.../flowsummary.html">
<dc:title xml:lang="en">
Summary of Control Flow Statements
</dc:title>

</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://.../branch.html">
<dc:title xml:lang="en">Branching Statements</dc:title>

</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://.../exception.html">
<dc:title xml:lang="en">Exception Handling Statements</dc:title>

</rdf:Description>

</rdf:RDF>

The response document can be divided into several parts:

• a part containing resource specific annotations (here
for flow.html)

• a part containing user specific annotations (here for



the userjohn)

• a part containing additional information needed, e.g.
titles for displaying the learning resources

The first part contains the learning resource specific an-
notations using well-defined properties in conjunction with
RDF containers. Each property refers to a container of the
typeBag, which contains a collection of resources match-
ing that property.
general This property marks resources, which are

generalizations of the referred learning resource. Meaning
these resources are more general on the same topic than the
described resource.
details This property marks resources, which are de-

tails of the referred learning resource. Meaning these re-
source are more detailed on the same topic than the de-
scribed resource.
summary This property marks resources, which provide

a summary for the topic the referred learning resource be-
longs to.
quiz This property marks resources, which provide a

quiz or exercise for the topic the referred learning resource
belongs to.

The second part contains the user specific annotations. In
the example document above only therecommended and
thealreadyVisited properties are used but in general
it may contain a third property callednotRecommended.
recommended This property marks learning resources,

which are recommended for the user to look at taking into
account his current learning state.
notRecommended This property marks learning re-

sources, which are not recommended for the user, e.g. be-
cause they have preferences like other learning resources
the user has not learned, yet.
alreadyVisited This property marks learning re-

sources the user has already visited at least once.
The third part contains additional data needed by the Vi-

sualization Service to display the results to the user. In
the example above thedc:title property is used to pro-
vide titles for the learning resources to facilitate display-
ing proper titles to the user and not just the links to the
resources.

Defining an interface to the Personalization Service
The interface to the Personalization Service is more diffi-
cult to define than the interface to the Visualization Ser-
vice because the Visualization Service in most cases is de-
signed and implemented with respect to the whole Personal
Reader architecture while the Personalization Service often
is designed as a stand-alone service without any knowledge
of the Personal Reader at all. Normally every Personaliza-
tion Service has its own special input document specifica-
tion and it is the responsibility of the Connector Service to
create this specific document for each Personalization Ser-
vice connected.

Therefore the interface is defined in an abstract way
through the steps the Connector Service has to perform for
the Personalization Service as they are listed at the begin-
ning of this chapter. An example interface implementation
is discussed in the implementation chapter.

2.3 The Visualization/User Service
The Visualization Service provides the interface to the user
or learner. Every interaction with the user takes places
via this service. The User Service is responsible for han-
dling user authentication and maintaining user and course

databases. In this paper however we assume that the Visu-
alization Service implementation provides both function-
alities. If one functionality is not provided by the imple-
mentation an additional service is needed but this is not
discussed here.

In our scenario the Visualization Service is responsible
for:

• displaying a login

• handling user authentication

• getting input from the user

• sending requests via the Connector Service

• displaying the results in a suitable form to the user

• updating the user and course database

The implementation independent parts of the interface to
the Connector Service are defined in the preceding chapter.
The missing parts, like the Java interface, are discussed to-
gether with the example implementation in the implemen-
tation chapter.

The Visualization Service may employ whatever tech-
niques are most suitable for its domain, e.g. a web-based
service or normal application will surely use different tech-
niques and standards for displaying the results and handling
the user input. Other examples for different usage domains,
which require different Visualization Service implementa-
tions, could be:

• PDAs or cell phones

• special implementations for blind people

• implementations for different user groups, e.g. young
kids, adults etc.

One important task for the Visualization Service is
proper localization. Especially in a learning environment
the framework provided by the service for navigation etc.,
not necessarily the content itself, should be available in the
learner’s native language.

The implementation chapter discusses an example Visu-
alization Service implementation based on Java Servlets,
Java Server Pages (JSP) and other web standards.

2.4 The Personalization Service
Each personalization service possess reasoning rules for
some specific adaptation purposes. These rules query for
resources and metadata, and reason over distributed data
and metadata descriptions. A major step for reasoning af-
ter having queried the user profile, the domain ontology,
and learning objects is to construct a temporally valid task
knowledge base as a base for applying the adaptation rules.

For implementing the reasoning rules, we decided to
use the TRIPLE query and rule language for the Semantic
Web[Sintek and Decker, 2002]. Rules defined in TRIPLE
can reason about RDF-annotated information resources (re-
quired translation tools from RDF to triple and vice versa
are provided). An RDF statement (which is a triple) is writ-
ten assubject[predicate -> object]

RDF modelsare explicitly available in TRIPLE: State-
ments that are true in a specific model are written as
”@model”. This is particularly important for constructing
the temporal knowledge basesas required in the Personal
Reader. Connectives and quantifiers for building logical
formulae from statements are allowed as usual:AND, OR,
NOT, FORALL, EXISTS, <-, ->, etc. are used.



3 Implementation
This chapter discusses our example implementations of the
Personal Reader framework:

• a JAX/XML-RPC based Connector Service

• a Java Servlet/JSP based Visualization Service

Finally we present some examples for personalization
functionality using TRIPLE as Personalization Service.

3.1 The Connector Service
The Connector Service implementation presented in this
paper uses JAX-RPC and XML-RPC, which are both
XML-based RPC techniques, to communicate with the Vi-
sualization and Personalization Service instances.

The RDF document returned by the Connector Service
is discussed in the architecture chapter, in the following we
will describe the more implementation dependent parts of
these interfaces.

Implementing the interface to the Visualization Service
The Connector Service runs in a web-service container, e.g.
Apache Tomcat, and is implemented in the Java program-
ming language. The interface to the Visualization Service
is defined through the following Java interface:
public interface CServiceIF extends Remote {

public String getAnnotatedDescription(
String pageURL,
String userProfileAsRDF,
String descriptionURL,
String ontologyURL)
throws RemoteException;

}

pageURL This parameter contains the URL of the re-
quested learning resource.
userProfileAsRDF This parameter contains the

user profile as presented in the architecture chapter in a
RDF/XML representation serialized to a string.
descriptionURL This parameter contains the URL

of the RDF document with the learning resource descrip-
tion as presented in the architecture chapter.
ontologyURL This parameter contains the URL of the

RDF document with the domain ontology as presented in
the architecture chapter.

To access the Connector Service via this interface using
JAX-RPC, a WSDL description of the service is needed,
which specifies the Java interface to use as follows:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<configuration xmlns="http://.../xml/ns/jax-rpc/ri/config">
<service name="CService" packageName="de.l3s.cs"

targetNamespace="http://.../wsdl"
typeNamespace="http://.../types">

<interface name="de.l3s.cs.CServiceIF"/>
</service>

</configuration>

The specified interface then needs to be mapped to a ser-
vice endpoint, which provides an URL mapping and a class
implementing the interface:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<webServices xmlns="http://.../ns/jax-rpc/ri/dd" version="1.0"
targetNamespace="http://.../wsdl"
typeNamespace="http://.../types">

<endpoint name="CService" interface="de.l3s.cs.CServiceIF"
model=".../model.gz" implementation="de.l3s.cs.CService"/>

<endpointMapping endpointName="CService" urlPattern="/cs"/>

</webServices>

The service now can be called from JAX-RPC enabled
applications just like a normal Java method.

Impl. the interface to the Personalization Service
As shown in the preceding section the classCService
implements the service interfaceCServiceIF to the Vi-
sualization Service. The business-logic for performing the
steps needed to create the Personalization Service specific
interface documents, in our example implementation for
the TRIPLE based Personalization Service, is encapsulated
into so-calledConnectorclasses.

The Connectorclass for the TRIPLE service is called
TripleConnector and uses the Jena 2 framework, a
framework for writing Semantic Web applications focused
on RDF, to process the input documents from the Visualiza-
tion Service and the documents fetched from the web, like
the learning resource description and the domain ontology,
and the output document received from the Personalization
Service and to create the result document for the Visualiza-
tion Service.

Here is a code fragment from theTripleConnector
showing how the TRIPLE input document is constructed:
query = ModelFactory.createDefaultModel();

Resource myQuery = query.createResource(QUERY_URL);
Resource pageURLAsResource = query.createResource(pageURL);

myQuery.addProperty(RDF.type, L3S.Query);
myQuery.addProperty(L3S.aboutUser, user);
myQuery.addProperty(L3S.currentPage, pageURLAsResource);
myQuery.addProperty(L3S.queryFor, L3S.general);
myQuery.addProperty(L3S.queryFor, L3S.details);
myQuery.addProperty(L3S.queryFor, L3S.summary);
myQuery.addProperty(L3S.queryFor, L3S.quiz);
myQuery.addProperty(L3S.queryFor, L3S.recommended);
myQuery.addProperty(L3S.queryFor, L3S.notRecommended);
myQuery.addProperty(L3S.queryFor, L3S.alreadyVisited);

StringBuffer tripleProgBuff = new StringBuffer();

tripleProgBuff.append(reasonerAsTriple);
tripleProgBuff.append("\n");

tripleProgBuff.append("@’http://.../test#’:user {\n");
tripleProgBuff.append(

new TRIPLEDump(userProfile, "abbrev.txt").dumpToString());
tripleProgBuff.append("\n");
tripleProgBuff.append("}\n");
tripleProgBuff.append("\n");

tripleProgBuff.append("@’http://.../test#’:query {\n");
tripleProgBuff.append(

new TRIPLEDump(query, "abbrev.txt").dumpToString());
tripleProgBuff.append("\n");
tripleProgBuff.append("}\n");
tripleProgBuff.append("\n");

tripleProgBuff.append(
"@’http://www.examples.org/test#’:sun_tutorial {\n");

tripleProgBuff.append(descriptionAsTriple);
tripleProgBuff.append("\n");
tripleProgBuff.append("}\n");
tripleProgBuff.append("\n");

tripleProgBuff.append(
"@’http://.../java_ontology.rdf’:java_ontology {\n");

tripleProgBuff.append(ontologyAsTriple);
tripleProgBuff.append("\n");
tripleProgBuff.append("}\n");
tripleProgBuff.append("\n");

triple = ModelFactory.createDefaultModel();
triple.read(

new StringReader(
(String) new TRIPLEClient(TRIPLE_HOST, TRIPLE_PORT)

.query(tripleProgBuff.toString(), "")

.get("rdf")),
null);

In the upper part of the code a RDF query is constructed,
which specifies the personalization functionality wanted
from the Personalization Service. Here is an example how
this query may look like:
<rdf:RDF

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:j.0="http://.../l3s.rdf#" >

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://.../l3s.rdf#myQuery">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://.../l3s.rdf#Query"/>
<j.0:aboutUser rdf:resource="http://.../user#john"/>
<j.0:currentPage rdf:resource="http://.../variables.html"/>
<j.0:queryFor rdf:resource="http://.../l3s.rdf#general"/>
<j.0:queryFor rdf:resource="http://.../l3s.rdf#details"/>



<j.0:queryFor rdf:resource="http://.../l3s.rdf#summary"/>
<j.0:queryFor rdf:resource="http://.../l3s.rdf#quiz"/>
<j.0:queryFor rdf:resource="http://.../l3s.rdf#recommended"/>
<j.0:queryFor rdf:resource="http://.../l3s.rdf#notRecommended"/>
<j.0:queryFor rdf:resource="http://.../l3s.rdf#alreadyVisited"/>

</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

Every query is of the typeQuery and contains the fol-
lowing properties:

• aboutUser

• currentPage

• queryFor

aboutUser This property specifies the user/learner the
query requests personalization functionality for.
currentPage This property specifies the learning re-

source the query is about.
queryFor This property specifies the personalization

functionalities requested. For every functionality needed
there must be onequeryFor property referring to a well-
defined RDF resource. The resources used in the example
query above are the same as shown in the preceding chap-
ter with the result document example and have the same
meaning.

The lower part of the code fragment above shows how
the query and the rest of the input documents are converted
and aggregated into a single TRIPLE file to be send to the
TRIPLE service. Then a new Jena model is created from
the result received from the TRIPLE service and parsed
into the result document already discussed (not in the code
fragment above).

3.2 The Visualization Service
The Visualization Service implementation presented here is
based on Java Servlets and Java Server Pages (JSP). It runs
in a Java Servlet container like Apache Tomcat and uses
JAX-RPC to access the Connector Service implementation
presented in the preceding chapter. Java Beans are used to
encapsulate the business-logic and to instantiate JSP tem-
plates, which generate HTML pages that can be displayed
to the user using a standard web-browser like Mozilla or
the Internet Explorer.

Figure 2 depicts a screenshot showing how learning re-
sources are presented to the user.

Figure 2: Screenshot of a Personal Reader for learning re-
sources on Java programming

In the right part of the screen the learning resource itself
is displayed. The left part displays the visualization of the
results received via the Connector Service.

3.3 The Personalization Service

In the following, we will describe two examples of person-
alization functionality in the Personalization Service.

Generating Links
Generating links to more detailed learning resources is an
adaptive functionality in this example Personal Reader.

The adaptation rule takes the isA hierarchy in the do-
main ontology, in this case the domain ontology for Java
programming, into account to determine domain concepts
which are details of the current concept or concepts that
the learner is studying on the learning resource. In particu-
lar, more details for the currently used learning resource
is determined by detail learningobject(LO,
LO DETAIL) whereLO andLO Detail are learning re-
sources, and whereLO DETAIL covers more specialized
learning concepts which are determined with help of the
domain ontology.

FORALL LO, LO_DETAIL detail_learningobject(LO, LO_DETAIL) <-
EXISTS C, C_DETAIL(detail_concepts(C, C_DETAIL)

AND concepts_of_LO(LO, C)
AND concepts_of_LO(LO_DETAIL, C_DETAIL))
AND learning_resource(LO_DETAIL) AND NOT unify(LO,LO_DETAIL).

N. B. the rule does neither require thatLO DETAIL cov-
ers all specialized learning concepts, nor that it exclusively
covers specialized learning concepts. Further refinements
of this adaptation rule are of course possible.

Calculating Recommendations
Recommendations are personalized according to the cur-
rent learning progress of the user, e. g. with respect to the
current set of course materials. The following rule deter-
mines that a learning resourceLO is recommended if the
learner studied at least one more general learning resource
(UpperLevelLO):

FORALL LO1, LO2 upperlevel(LO1,LO2) <-
LO1[’http://purl.org/dc/terms#’:isPartOf -> LO2].

FORALL LO, U learning_state(LO, U, recommended) <-
EXISTS UpperLevelLO (upperlevel(LO, UpperLevelLO) AND

p_obs(UpperLevelLO, U, Learned) ).

Additional rules deriving stronger recommendations
(e. g., if the user has studiedall general learning resources),
less strong recommendations (e.g., if one or two of these
haven’t been studied so far), etc., are possible, too.

Recommendations can also be calculated with respect to
the current domain ontology. This is necessary if a user
is regarding course materials from different courses at the
same time.

FORALL C, C_DETAIL detail_concepts(C, C_DETAIL) <-
C_DETAIL[’http://.../2000/01/rdf-schema#’:subClassOf -> C]
AND concept(C) AND concept(C_DETAIL).

FORALL LO, U learning_state(LO, U, recommended) <-
EXISTS C, C_DETAIL (concepts_of_LO(LO, C_DETAIL)
AND detail_concepts(C, C_DETAIL) AND p_obs(C, U, Learned) ).

However, the first recommendation rule, which reasons
within one course will be more accurate because it has
more fine–grained information about the course and there-
fore on the learning process of a learner taking part in this
course. Thus, our strategy is to apply first the adaptation
rule which take most observations and data into account,
and, if these rules cannot provide results, apply less strong
rules. In future work, we will extend this approach. Cur-
rently, we are considering in enriching the results of the
rules with confidence parameters. How these confidence
values can be smoothly integrated into a user interface is
an open research question.



4 Related work
Related work to our approach can be found in recent per-
sonalization systems like e.g.[Frasincar and Houben,
2002; Conlan et al., 2003], and personalized learning por-
tals[Brusilovsky and Nijhawan, 2002; Brusilovsky, 2004].

[Frasincar and Houben, 2002] focuses on content adap-
tation, or, more precisely, on personalizing the presentation
of hypermedia content to the user. Adaptability is provided
by certain adaptability conditions, e. g., the ability of a de-
vice to display images. Adaptivity is based on the AHAM
idea[Bra et al., 1999] of event–conditions for resources: A
presentation / fragment is desirable if its appearance condi-
tion evaluates to true.[Dagger et al., 2003] builds on sep-
arating learning resources from sequencing logic and addi-
tional models for adaptivity: Adaptivity blocks are defined
in the metadata of learning objects. Candidate groups and
components define which kind of adaptivity can be real-
ized on the current learning content. Driving force in these
models are the candidate groups that define how to teach
a certain learning concept. A rule engine selects the best
candidates for each user in a given context. Adaptivity re-
quirements are considered only in the adaptivity blocks.

Personalized learning portals are investigated
in [Brusilovsky and Nijhawan, 2002]. The learning
portals provide views on learning activities which are
provided by so–calledactivity servers. The activity servers
store both learning content and the learning activities
possible with this special content. A central student
model server collects the data about student performance
from each activity server the student is working on, as
well as from every portal the student is registered to.
In [Brusilovsky, 2004], also value-added servicesare
introduced in the architecture. In our approach, we follow
a rigorous approach to separate structural information and
personalization information from the real web content
[Henze and Nejdl, 2003]. Personalization functionality
is then exposed as a service - which the user can use for
getting a personalized interface: a personal reader for
web content. Compared to the learning portal approach in
[Brusilovsky, 2004] we implement value–added services.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a framework for design-
ing, implementing and maintaining adaptivereader ap-
plications for the Semantic Web. The Personal Reader
framework is based on the idea of establishing person-
alization functionality as services on the Semantic Web.
We have discussed the architectural outline of the Personal
Reader, and have shown how services orchestration is re-
alized. The implementation of a reader for the Sun Java
Programming tutorial has been discussed as an example.
Currently, we are using the framework to design a Reader
for publications, and are investigating how learner assess-
ment can be integrated to enhance Readers for learning re-
sources. The current state of the project can be followed at
www.personal-reader.de.
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